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Abstract

Developing a Dynamically Adaptive System (DAS) requires a developer to identify viable target systems that can be adopted by the DAS at runtime in response to specific environmental conditions, while satisfying critical properties. This paper describes a preliminary investigation into using digital evolution to automatically generate models of viable target systems. In digital evolution, a population of self-replicating computer programs exists in a user-defined computational environment and is subject to instruction-level mutations and natural selection. These “digital organisms” have no built-in ability to generate a model – each population begins with a single organism that only has the ability to self-replicate. In a case study, we demonstrate that digital evolution can be used to evolve known state diagrams and to further evolve these diagrams to satisfy system critical properties. This result shows that digital evolution can be used to aid in the discovery of the viable target systems of a DAS.

1. Introduction

Increasingly, applications rely on Dynamically Adaptive Systems (DASs) to respond to changes in their environment. For example, environmental monitoring systems rely on dynamic adaptation to respond to hardware component failures, network outages, and limited power supplies. The developer of a DAS needs to identify viable target systems to be adopted in response to specific environmental conditions. Additionally, these target systems should satisfy critical (system invariant) properties. To facilitate the development process and leverage automated techniques (such as Model Driven Development [26]), UML diagrams can be used to represent DAS requirements. However, manually constructing models for different combinations of environmental conditions is a challenging task. In addition, these models need to be analyzed for adherence to system critical properties. This paper presents our preliminary work in using digital evolution, a form of evolutionary computation, to automatically generate state diagrams that represent a portion of the viable target systems of a DAS.

Several approaches have been developed to model the target systems for a DAS, including: architecture description languages [2, 6, 16, 17], goal models [8, 18], and state machines [18, 36]. The general idea is to model the structure, behavior, or objectives of each possible target system of a DAS to support increased comprehension and possibly analysis. One drawback is that the viable target systems must be modeled by hand, thus limiting the exploration of target systems to those envisioned by the developer.

In this work, we explore an approach inspired by nature. Living organisms are astonishingly adept at adapting to changing environmental conditions both in the short term (phenotypic plasticity) and in the longer term (genetic evolution). Our approach leverages this power by using digital evolution to automatically explore the solution space of a DAS and identify viable target systems that satisfy system critical properties. In digital evolution, a population of computer programs, called organisms, exist in a user-defined computational environment. Organisms self-replicate (i.e., copy their program), compete for available resources (e.g., CPU time), and are subject to instruction-level mutations. The evolution of these organisms may be guided by defining characteristics of solutions. This enables the organisms, over thousands of generations, to evolve viable and often unanticipated solutions to problems.

In this paper, we show that digital evolution can be used to evolve known state diagrams and to further evolve these diagrams to satisfy system critical properties. We have used and extended AVIDA [29], the most widely used digital evo-
2. Related Work

Biologically-inspired approaches to solving computer problems fall broadly into two categories, biomimetics and evolutionary computation. Biomimetic systems mimic the behavior of natural systems. For example, the social behavior of insect colonies has been used to develop scalable and robust distributed systems [12, 22, 31, 34]. Researchers have also shown that certain natural behaviors have important analogies in cyberspace, for example, using the concept of chemotaxis to facilitate robust network routing [3], and modeling colony concepts and behaviors (diversity, migration, discovery, pheromone emission) to help construct highly-available distributed services [32]. Additionally, Tyrrell et al. have taken inspiration from the human immune system and embryonic development to produce fault tolerant hardware called immunotronics and embryonics, respectively [4]. Moreover, they have taken an immunotronic approach to detecting errors in finite state machine representations of hardware [5].

An alternative approach is to focus on the process that produced those behaviors: evolution. Evolutionary computation includes any mechanism that satisfies the three conditions necessary for evolution to occur [30]: replication, variation (mutation), and differential fitness (competition).

The most well-known method of evolutionary computation is the genetic algorithm (GA) [10], an iterative search technique in which the individuals in the population are encodings of candidate solutions to an optimization problem. In each generation, the fitness of every individual is calculated, and a subset of individuals are selected, recombined and/or mutated, and moved to the next generation. Genetic programming (GP) [15] is a related method where the individuals are actual computer programs. GP uses replication, recombination, and competition to search for a globally optimal solution among all possible programs. GA/GP have been applied to a wide variety of problems [25, 33], including the automation of unit testing [33], in some cases developing patentable solutions [15]. Of particular interest to the evolution of state diagrams, GA/GP have been used to optimize the state transition table of sequential logic circuits [1], as well as to design complete hardware circuits [15, 21].

Digital evolution is a type of evolutionary computation. When applied in science and engineering, digital evolution provides a means to explore very large solution spaces to problems, potentially discovering solutions that would not otherwise be apparent [7, 9]. Unlike biomimetic approaches, digital evolution is not connected to behaviors found in existing living organisms. Moreover, in digital evolution, an organism’s survival depends on how well it compares to other organisms; whereas, in other evolutionary- computation approaches, such as GA/GP, an organism’s survival depends on how well it performs according to an explicitly stated fitness function.

3. Background

This section provides a brief introduction to the AVIDA platform [29] and Hydra [23], our UML formalization framework.

3.1. AVIDA Digital Evolution Platform

AVIDA is a digital evolution platform that has previously been used to conduct pioneering research in the evolution of biocomplexity, with an emphasis on understanding the evolutionary design process in nature. Specific studies address the evolutionary origin of complex features [20], the evolutionary design of modularity [24, 27], and organism robustness [19, 35]. More recently, AVIDA has been used to study the evolution of collaborative behaviors in distributed systems [13, 14].

Figure 1 contains a simplified class diagram of AVIDA’s structure (the shaded classes are our extensions to the platform and are described in Section 4). Each Organism has a VirtualCPU and a Genome that comprises a set of Instructions. The VirtualCPU comprises virtual hardware
resources (registers, stacks, instruction pointer) and executes Instructions. Each type of Instruction is similar in appearance and functionality to a traditional assembly language instruction. The Instructions enable an organism to perform simple mathematical operations, such as addition, multiplication, and bit-shifts, as well as interact with the organism’s environment. The standard AVIDA instruction set is Turing-complete, and therefore theoretically able to evolve any computable function. A key property of AVIDA’s instruction set that differs from traditional computer languages, however, is that it is not possible to construct a syntactically incorrect genome; that is, all possible genomes are executable. Hence, while random mutations will produce many genomes that do not perform any meaningful computation, their instruction sequences will still be valid. Indeed, this property is critical to the evolutionary process [28].

Figure 1. Simplified AVIDA class diagram

During an AVIDA experiment, the merit of a given digital organism determines how many instructions its virtual CPU is allowed to execute relative to the other organisms in the population. For example, an organism with a merit of 2 will, on average, execute twice as many instructions as an organism with a merit of 1. Since digital organisms are self-replicating, a higher merit (all else being equal) results in an organism that replicates more frequently, spreading throughout and eventually dominating the population. Merit of a digital organism is updated based upon the Tasks that are performed by the organism. Tasks are designed by the developer and reward desirable behavior (they may also punish undesirable behavior), thereby driving natural selection. For example, to encourage a particular computation, a developer might define a task that rewards an organism by doubling its merit when it outputs the correct result of that computation to the environment. Tasks are generally defined in terms of externally visible behaviors of the organisms (their phenotype). This approach allows maximum flexibility in the evolution of a solution for a particular task. The evolved solution might not be optimal when considering the task in isolation, but it is likely to have other properties that made it well-suited for its environment – robustness to mutation, for example.

Figure 2(a) depicts a population of AVIDA organisms in their environment. The environment comprises a number of cells, where a cell is a compartment in which an organism can live. Each cell can contain at most one organism and has a circular list of directed connections to neighboring cells; these connections define the topology of the environment. Three different topologies are currently available: GRID, TORUS, and CLIQUE (completely connected), and we are planning additional topologies, including a configuration where the cells are mobile and may change their topology during the experiment. When a digital organism replicates, a cell to contain the offspring must be selected from the environment. This target cell may be selected at random from the environment (MASS-ACTION), or it may be selected from the neighborhood of the parent (LOCAL-REPLACEMENT). In all cases, any previous inhabitant of the target cell is replaced (killed and overwritten) by the offspring. LOCAL-REPLACEMENT is best suited for experiments where digital organisms interact with each other (for example, there are instructions in AVIDA that enable organisms to communicate), while MASS-ACTION is better suited for experiments where organisms do not interact. At any point in time, the population of digital organisms may contain many different genomes. Some may be closely related (e.g., parent and offspring), while others may be related only through a distant ancestor. Each population starts with a single organism that is only capable of replication, and different genomes are produced through random mutations that occur during replication. The organisms in Figure 2(a) are shaded to represent different active genomes. Figure 2(b) depicts the genome of a specific organism that is executing the cr-trans instruction on its virtual CPU.

Of the different instructions that may be present in an organism’s genome, those that are part of the replication cycle are of critical importance. During the replication cycle, an organism’s genome experiences variation in the form of random instruction-level mutations. Figure 2(c) depicts the instructions involved in a typical replication cycle of the default AVIDA organism (mutations are likely to modify this sequence in descendants). The first step in replication is for the parent to allocate space for the offspring in its genome. The parent then executes its “copy-loop,” where instructions are copied individually from the parent’s genome to the offspring’s. Finally, the parent organism executes an h-divide instruction, which splits its genome into two parts, creating two organisms. Each time an instruction is copied, a mutation may be introduced according to a prede-
3.2. Hydra Formalization Framework

We defined an AVIDA task to check whether a generated state diagram satisfies a given critical property, such as a safety invariant. One task we defined for AVIDA utilizes Hydra, our UML formalization engine, to generate a Promela specification of a model. Previously, McUmber and Cheng [23] developed a metamodel-based formalization framework to support the mapping of UML models to formal specification languages, thus making the models amenable to formal analysis. Hydra is a prototype tool that supports the automatic mapping and code generation process. For example, Hydra supports the automated translation of UML to Promela, the specification language for the model checker Spin [11]. The general UML-to-Promela formalization approach is to map objects to processes in Spin (proctypes) that exchange messages via channels. Nested and concurrent states are also formalized as processes. Using Hydra, we can generate a Promela model for state diagrams that can be model checked with Spin for adherence to critical properties. Additional details on the modeling and analysis process, and the underlying formalization framework can be found in [23].

4. Preliminary Investigation

Our investigation into using digital evolution to evolve organisms that generate state diagrams focuses on two key questions:
1. Can an AVIDA organism generate a known state diagram?
2. Can an AVIDA organism further evolve a known state diagram to satisfy system critical properties?

Next, we discuss the extensions we made to the AVIDA platform in an effort to address each of these questions.

4.1. Generate a known state diagram

The first step was to use digital evolution to attempt to generate a known state diagram. Our hypothesis was that if we enabled AVIDA organisms to construct states and transitions and provided the organisms with a predefined set of transition labels, then an organism could generate a known state diagram. To this end, we extended AVIDA in two ways: (1) we provided an AVIDA organism with an instruction to generate states and transitions and (2) we equipped AVIDA to assess whether the generated state diagram was the desired diagram.

We defined a new instruction, cr-trans, which generates both states and transitions. The cr-trans instruction takes three parameters that represent the label for the transition, starting state, and destination state, respectively. If an instance of the cr-trans instruction uses a state label that does not yet exist in the organism’s state diagram, then a state with that label is added to the diagram. If an instance of the cr-trans instruction uses a unique transition, starting state, and ending state combination, then a transition with that label is added to the diagram.

AVIDA represents the labels of states and transitions as integers, where these integer labels can be associated with strings provided by the developer. We enabled AVIDA to
represent labels as integers because the AVIDA instruction set is tailored to performing integer manipulation. There are two different sets of integer labels; one set represents state labels and the other represents transition labels. To associate an integer label with a string, the developer must provide an ordinal mapping between integer labels and string values. For transitions, these string values should represent combinations of triggers, guards, and actions. In the following, for clarity, we refer to the states and transitions by their string values, rather than by their integer labels.

Figure 3 depicts two example executions of the cr-trans instruction and the resulting state diagrams. The generated state diagrams specify a portion of the behavior of a Processing Component for a temperature sensor. In Figure 3(a), we see the state diagram resulting from a call to cr-trans with a transition label and two unique state labels. In Figure 3(b), we see that the state diagram resulting from a subsequent call to cr-trans with a different transition label, one unique state label, and one preexisting state label.

(a) cr-trans (\texttt{TempSensor\_getTempData()}, \texttt{Idle}, \texttt{RequestTempData})

(b) cr-trans (\texttt{setTemp\_op\_state}(\texttt{temp\_op\_state}), \texttt{RequestTempData}, \texttt{ProcessTemperatureData})

Figure 3. Examples of cr-trans instruction

To enable AVIDA to assess whether an organism generated the known diagram, we extended AVIDA with a check-ForTrans task. Each instance of the checkForTrans task is configured by the developer to assess whether a specific transition is present within the generated state diagrams. Multiple instances of the checkForTrans task may be combined to check for a specific state diagram. If a desired transition is present in the model, then the organism is awarded additional merit. However, the organism is not further rewarded for multiple occurrences of the desired transition.

For example, Figure 4 depicts a known state diagram. A developer configures four checkForTrans tasks, one for each transition in the known state diagram. These tasks are used to determine if the evolved diagram depicted in Figure 3(b) is the known state diagram. In this case, the organism receives additional merit for the \texttt{TempSensor\_getTempData()} transition, which connects the \texttt{Idle} state and the \texttt{RequestTemperatureData}. However, the organism does not receive merit for the other three check-ForTrans tasks, since the generated state diagram does not contain the other desired transitions.

Next we investigated whether the organisms could generate diagrams that contain the known state diagram and also adhere to a system critical property, without guidance to a specific solution. As before, we use the cr-trans instruction to enable organisms to generate diagrams. However, to enable AVIDA to evaluate whether a diagram adhered to a property, we extended it with the ability to utilize external tools. Specifically, we defined two tasks: checkSyntax and checkProperty.

The checkSyntax task performs basic syntax checks on the model and converts the in-memory representation of a model into a format that is amenable to analysis by a model checker. Specifically, it “pretty prints” the generated state diagram in XML. This XML specification is combined with the XML specification of the rest of the model, i.e., the class diagram and other state diagrams. Then Hydra is used to translate the XML representation to Promela. The checkProperty task uses a model checker to determine if the model adheres to a system critical property. Specifically, the model checker verifies that all possible paths through the Promela specification adhere to the property. If so, the generated state diagram represents a portion of a viable target system model.

5. Experimental Results

We conducted a case study in using digital evolution to evolve a state diagram for part of an emergency response system (ERS). The ERS is designed to be deployed in an area affected by a natural disaster, such as a tornado or flood, and to assist rescue workers in assessing the status of a specified area. The ERS comprises hardware sensors that monitor the light level, temperature, and sound content, and a processing component that accumulates and communicates this information. The ERS will dynamically adapt to conserve battery power by ignoring broken or faulty sensors. The ERS will enter a sleep state if the sensed information does not vary for an extended period.

For this example, we focus on the relationship between the processing component and the temperature sensor. Figure 5 is an elided class diagram that depicts the relevant ob-
jects. The ProcessingComponent reads temperature information from the TempSensor, which monitors the Environment.

![Diagram of ProcessingComponent and TempSensor interactions]

**Figure 5. ERS elided class diagram**

Our objective was for an AVIDA organism to evolve the known state diagram depicted in Figure 4, and then to further evolve that diagram to meet an additional property. The known state diagram specifies that the ProcessingComponent reads information from the TempSensor using `getTempData()`, and stores this reading locally using `setTempData()` – This capability represents the initial behavior of the DAS. The additional property that we wished to evolve extends the behavior of the ProcessingComponent to check the operational state of the TempSensor, and store that setting locally as well. This feature could be used to conserve the battery life of the ERS, for example, by halting all attempts to read data from a non-operational temperature sensor.

Figure 6 depicts an example user-developed state diagram for the ProcessingComponent that includes the known state diagram and satisfies the additional property. This diagram adds one state (`DetermineTemperatureOperationalState`) and two transitions ("TempSensor.getOpState() and `setOpState(temp_op_sensor)`") to the known state diagram. In general, the ProcessingComponent either requests and then sets data from the TempSensor, or requests and then sets operational state information from the TempSensor. Our expectation was that the AVIDA organisms would generate state diagrams similar to the one depicted here.

![User developed ProcessingComponent state diagram]

**Figure 6. User developed ProcessingComponent state diagram**

Figure 7 depicts the state diagram for the TempSensor, which interacts with the ProcessingComponent in two ways. First, in response to a data request (getTempData()) it non-deterministically sets the data and sends it to the ProcessingComponent. Second, in response to an operational state request (getOpState()) it non-deterministically sets its operational state to 0 to indicate that it is operational, or 1 to indicate that it has had a failure, and sends the operational state to the ProcessingComponent. The response of the TempSensor to these events partially determines the possible paths through the generated ProcessingComponents.

![TempSensor state diagram]

**Figure 7. TempSensor state diagram**

### 5.1. Experimental Setup

To enable AVIDA organisms to generate a state diagram for the ProcessingComponent, we specified seven tasks to evaluate the generated state diagrams. Specifically, we configured four `checkForTransition` tasks, called TR0-TR3, such that each checked for a specific transition in Figure 4. We then used the `checkSyntax` task to check the syntax of generated models and translate them to Promela. Next, we configured a `checkProperty` task to use the model-checker Spin to assess if the Promela representation of the model met the following property:

Globally, it is always the case that if

TempSensor.op_state=1, then eventually

ProcessingComponent.temp_op_state=1.

This property states that if the TempSensor becomes unavailable, then eventually the ProcessingComponent recognizes that it is unavailable. Because this property is specified as an if-then statement, the verification succeeds by default if the operational state of the TempSensor is never equal to 1. To prevent these false positives, we defined a seventh task (called TR4) that checks that the operational state of the temperature sensor is eventually set to 1. These tasks were configured such that the `checkSyntax` task would be evaluated only if all of the TR0-TR4
5.2. Experimental Results

We ran AVIDA with a maximum population size of 400 organisms. The population was seeded with a single organism whose genome contained instructions that only enabled the organism to self-replicate (this is the default starting condition for AVIDA experiments). The experiment was run for 7,000 updates, where an update, on average, executes 30 instructions per organism (updates are the standard unit of time in AVIDA experiments).

Figure 8 depicts the number of organisms that evolved to complete the specified tasks. Here we see that more than 75% of all organisms in the population performed tasks TR0-TR4 by update 3000. This means that the majority of evolved state diagrams contained the known state diagram depicted in Figure 4. From update 3000 to 4500 we see that organisms were performing the checkSyntax task; this means that the evolved state diagrams were well-formed, and could be translated to Promela by Hydra. Finally, we see that by update 7000 all seven tasks were performed by greater than 75% of the population. By the end of this experiment, 851 generations, or approximately 340,400 organisms, generated 26,705 viable target systems.

Figure 8. Number of organisms performing each task by update in a representative population. By update 7000, more than 300 of the 400 organisms are performing all tasks; organisms that generate the known state diagram and the desired behavior have been evolved.

Figures 9 and 10 depict two of the many state diagrams that were generated during the evolution of AVIDA organisms. Each of these viable target systems both contain the known state diagram and satisfy the additional property. These figures illustrate the wide variety of unexpected solutions that digital evolution can discover. Observe that neither match the user-developed state diagram depicted in

Figure 6. In each, thicker lines indicate the states and transitions that were part of the known state diagram, and whose construction were guided by tasks TR0-TR3. The other states and transitions, depicted using dashed lines, were evolved to satisfy the system property. We have labeled the transitions with their developer-assigned string values. However, the states are labeled with the integer labels generated by AVIDA. For Hydra processing purposes, we have prepended an $s$ to each label and have changed negative signs to underscores. Thus, a state labeled by AVIDA as $-1$ is depicted as $s_{-1}$.

There are some notable differences between these diagrams. The state diagram depicted in Figure 9 has 11 states and 12 transitions. Many of the elements in this state diagram are unnecessary. For example, states $s_{355}$, $s_{363}$, $s_{16}$, and $s_{101}$ are unreachable. In addition, the null transitions connecting $s_{2}$ to itself, $s_{16}$ to $s_{8}$, and $s_{101}$ to $s_{2}$ are unnecessary. All of these can safely be removed. A less desirable feature of this state diagram is that the operational state of the temperature sensor can only be checked once. Thus, the ProcessingComponent will not be able to determine if the TempSensor fails over time.

In contrast, the state diagram depicted in Figure 10 has 4 states and 6 transitions and no extraneous behavior. To achieve the desired behavior in such a compact model, this diagram relies on non-deterministically following 1 of 2 transitions from state $s_{103}$ to $s_{107}$. Although the transition selection from state $s_{107}$ to $s_{214}$ appears non-deterministic, it is deterministic due to the behavior of the TempSensor (depicted in Figure 7). Specifically, if the ProcessingComponent calls the getOpState() method of
the TempSensor, then the TempSensor will eventually set the temperature operational state by calling the setTempOpState() method of the ProcessingComponent. Similarly, if the ProcessingComponent calls the getTempData() method of the TempSensor, then the TempSensor will eventually set the temperature data by calling the setTempData() method of the ProcessingComponent. Thus, the transition selection from state s107 to s214 is deterministic. This state diagram is desirable because it enables the ProcessingComponent to continuously monitor the operational state of the TempSensor.

\[
\text{Figure 10. Simple generated state diagram}
\]

6. Discussion & Conclusions

We have presented our initial investigations into using digital evolution to evolve organisms that generate state diagrams that represent a portion of a viable target system for a DAS. Specifically, we extended AVIDA to enable an organism to generate a state diagram and to evaluate whether this diagram represents a known state diagram and adheres to critical properties. This technique is a first step in the automatic exploration of the target system requirements space for a DAS.

Our ongoing work addresses several open questions. First, we are investigating various performance improvements, including the use of a high-performance computing cluster, to accelerate the speed at which experiments can be performed. Currently, every time an organism generates a state diagram we execute Hydra to translate the diagram to Promela. Then each Promela translation is evaluated with Spin. These steps happen regardless of whether an identical state diagram has been previously evaluated, potentially duplicating work. Furthermore, Spin is a computationally-intensive process, even when not used in combination with AVIDA. Once organisms have evolved to the point where they generate models that are evaluated with Spin, the rate of the experiment slows drastically, as Spin is being executed hundreds of times per update. Since we are intending for AVIDA to be used offline during development time to identify viable target systems, time for discovering candidate models was not an issue for our preliminary studies. Second, we are working to incorporate standard software engineering metrics, such as maximizing cohesion and minimizing coupling, as tasks to evaluate the generated models. We expect these metrics to reduce the number of complex models generated and increase the scalability of this approach. Third, our current experiments rely upon the developer to specify the labels for the transitions. We are investigating using AVIMA to evolve the guards, triggers, and actions that comprise transitions. Fourth, our current experiments evolve a state diagram for one of the classes in a system. Future experiments will attempt to evolve the state diagrams for all of the important classes in the system, perhaps in a collaborative evolution approach. Fifth, our current experiments require the developer to utilize checkForTrans tasks to guide the organisms in the construction of a specific source system model. We are currently evaluating an approach that seeds the evolutionary process with the known state diagram by embedding it within each organism at birth, similar to “instinctual” knowledge. We expect this approach to decrease the time required for organisms to discover viable target systems.
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